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 Editorial 

The dawn of the 20th century was a period of 

enormous excitement.  Innovations went way 

beyond just the industrial advances popularly 

represented by the Henry Ford assembly line.  In 

France, the 19th century development of haute 

couture had reached a peak.  Fashion photography 

was born with the ‘shoot’ of Paul Poiret’s radically 

chic collection of gowns in Paris. 

W. C. Handy’s recording of The Memphis Blues 

awoke white America to the great black music in its 

midst.  The original and best of the silent comedians, 

Harold Lloyd, was already in the theatre (his most 

famous piece came later).  Mahler’s Symphony No. 9 

made its debut in Vienna.  Rachmaninoff, Debussy, 

Elgar, Strauss (R) and Stravinsky strutted their stuff.   

Throughout the western world, literature and the arts 

were at a peak.  Cross border gatherings of 

European intellectuals spoke eagerly of the new age 

that was within reach – the brotherhood of man.  As 

noted by Stephan Zweig in ‘The World of 

Yesterday’, war in Europe had become 

inconceivable.  The world was considered to have 

left such barbarism behind and to be on the 

threshold of a higher level of human existence. 

Along with the innovation, vigorous intellectual air 

and free-flowing Chateau Mouton Rothschild, went 

complacency.   

In June of 1914 a bullet into the jugular vein of 

Archduke Franz Ferdinand exposed Europe’s 

political rot.  The ordered and civilized world was 

dismembered like a diamond in a pestle pounded 

with a mortar. 

The prospect of war had been considered so remote 

that it was not on the front-page of the newspapers 

until it was actually declared.  From the peak of 

western civilization to the beginnings of the 

degenerate savagery of World War One (1914 – 

1918), with casualties of around 22 million, took a 

matter of weeks.  To the media, the average citizen 

and most intellectuals it came as a bolt from the 

blue.  It was not. 

http://www.goldstandardinstitute.net/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZGqBmlZR3dc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QEcTjhUN_7U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QEcTjhUN_7U
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Today, the jugular vein of civilization in the form of 

un-payable debt is exposed in plain view.  Nothing is 

being done about it, other than the offer of 

platitudes.  While music is doing rather poorly and 

haute couture is but a shadow of its former self, the 

wine and complacency remain in good order. 

Nostalgia for a return to the 19th century quasi gold 

standard is, at best, naive.  The future is ahead in the 

form of the separation of the state from money, not 

a century in the past.  We have tried government 

control of money, over and over again; it has been 

an unbroken series of catastrophic failures spanning 

2,500 years. 

In the entire course of human history, not one state 

has ever managed a nation's money over the longer 

term in such a way that it benefited the people.  

Since 560 BC, they have first seized control of 

money and then degraded it.  Eventually they utterly 

and routinely destroy the wealth of the nation. 

The refusal or inability to face reality in the early part 

of the 20th century contributed to the loss of millions 

of lives.  In the year 2014 – the one hundredth 

anniversary of Franz Ferdinand’s gruesome end – 

the parallels are eerie.  The world is ambling along 

the path to a magnitude of ruin that World War One 

only hinted at. 

Philip Barton 

News 

Forbes: Keith Weiner on Bitcoin and Krugman 

≈≈≈ 

Globe and Mail: Canadian government dumps its 

gold (thanks Marcus) 

≈≈≈ 

Forbes: Obama discovers the lead weight of 

regulations on business: “If you’re doing it at the 

federal government level, you’re going through 40 

pages of specs and this and that and the other, and 

there are all kinds of laws involved, and it makes it 

more difficult. It’s part of the reason why, 

chronically, federal IT programs are over budget, 

behind schedule.” 

Daily Mail: I wish that my wife’s frocks held a stable 

value 

≈≈≈ 

Courier Mail: Warning for all home hoarders (thanks 

Jacq) 

≈≈≈ 

Business Insider: Turkish ‘corruption’ involved a gas 

for gold deal to get around US sanctions 

≈≈≈ 

Mining.com: 37 tonnes of German gold repatriated 

in 2013 

≈≈≈ 

Saudi Gazette: Saudis accumulating in gold – still 

≈≈≈ 

Zero Hedge: Another hilarious story emerges from 

the farce of India’s attempts to restrict ‘their’ people 

from owning gold. (thanks Jacq) 

≈≈≈ 

Youtube: Fort Knox gold 

≈≈≈ 

The Hindu: Lack of financial literacy causes Indians 

to prefer gold to the markets – according to finance 

minister 

≈≈≈ 

Rediff: India ‘slashes’ import tariff on gold! 

≈≈≈ 

Mineweb: North Korea dishording gold? 

 

 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/realspin/2013/12/30/paul-krugman-is-wrong-bitcoin-isnt-evil-but-monetary-stimulus-is/
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/politics/bank-of-canadas-gold-coins-to-be-liquidated-in-federal-push-to-balance-books/article16141316/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/realspin/2013/12/16/president-obamas-remarkable-and-damaging-confession-about-government/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2531703/Want-dazzle-NYE-How-wearing-85-000-dress-entirely-GOLD.html
http://www.couriermail.com.au/news/queensland/thieves-steal-75kg-of-gold-and-silver-bullion-worth-200000-using-wheelie-bin-to-haul-loot-away/story-fnihsrf2-1226793228210
http://www.businessinsider.com.au/turkey-gas-for-gold-deal-with-iran-2013-12
http://www.mining.com/germany-repatriated-37-tons-of-gold-in-2013-93277/
http://www.saudigazette.com.sa/index.cfm?method=home.regcon&contentid=20131223190305
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2013-12-23/almost-every-passenger-flight-dubai-india-was-found-carrying-1-kilo-gold
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MJKzMe1DCj4#t=62
http://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/people-must-shun-gold-says-chidambaram/article5459039.ece
http://www.rediff.com/business/report/govt-slashes-tariff-value-on-imported-gold/20131213.htm
http://www.mineweb.com/mineweb/content/en/mineweb-gold-news?oid=221484&sn=Detail
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The Truman Show Now Stars 

Everyone 

A prophetic film, The Truman Show was released in 

1998.  Ordinary guy Truman Burbank went about his 

ordinary life.  Meanwhile, a grandiose TV producer 

broadcast Truman’s every move, maximizing ratings 

by intervening to influence the unwitting star’s life 

decisions. In some ways, The Truman Show anticipated 

the essence of The Matrix, which hit theatres the next 

year. 

Lessons for gold advocates?  The idea of metal 

money encompasses various yearnings. For example, 

freedom, privacy, and the ability to live life on one’s 

own terms, trading with whomever one chooses.  

Previously I discussed how a cashless society made 

fertile soil for a dictatorship.  But cash’s impending 

extinction is only part of the problem. 

A recent movie I attended included three 

advertisements that, when taken together, succinctly 

capture our current political situation.  The poetry of 

the resultant mosaic was dizzying, regardless of 

whether the ad designers intended anything more 

than increased brand-awareness. 

First up, from a soft-drink company, came a 

heartwarming commercial with clever subtitles and 

an accompanying feel-good 70s song.  Security 

camera footage, presumably real, shows people 

doing generous, funny, loving or even brave things.  

My faith in the goodness of humanity moves up a 

notch. 

Yet what is the implicit message?  It is good that 

cameras record us.  It builds community.  And don’t 

forget to behave, because Big Brother is always 

watching. 

People ought to want to be good because it is the right 

thing to do.  But dictators prefer to motivate with fear 

rather than philosophy, although more philosophy is 

at work here than they perhaps realize. 

Next came a debit card ad.  It implies that complete 

abandonment of cash use, even for the smallest 

purchases, makes you a daring, cool superhero.  You 

save time, and protect your money from common 

criminals. 

What did the commercial fail to mention?  If you 

stop using cash, the banking system can finally track 

100% of your transactions. 

Most people make at least a few purchases they 

would prefer to keep absolutely private – even if 

only something like buying a book on how to better 

protect one’s privacy!  I am only half joking.  The 

public’s level of interest in privacy probably is 

something the government monitors, as a proxy for 

the rate at which it is losing citizens’ trust.   

That last sentence can no longer be dismissed as 

paranoid, since the government has finally admitted 

storage of everyone’s emails.  And note too that the 

banks apply to these transactions whatever surcharge 

they deem fit.  For non-cash transactions, a bank is 

now everyone’s mandatory business partner, like 

government, or, in some cases, the mafia.  And all of 

us are now that small shop-owner who “needs” 

mafia “protection”. 

The third commercial was brilliantly written and 

undeniably funny.  It promotes recycling using an 

Angry Discarded Can puppet.  A hapless-looking 

guy receives his girlfriend’s text ending their 

relationship because he won’t recycle. As he wonders 

who told her, Angry Can climbs out of the trash bin 

and glares furiously at him.  The ad ends with the 

slogan “Every can you don’t recycle says something 

about you.” 

This ad is the most disturbing of the three.  

Environmentalism is more fundamental than people 

realize. Now I would never litter or otherwise 

interfere with someone’s quiet enjoyment of their 

property.  And it is irrefutably true given our present 

behavior that humanity’s impact on the planet will, 

whether in five years or 50, reach a catastrophic 

tipping point.  But serious environmentalists actually 

welcome a declining quality of life. 

Do I exaggerate?  The average house is increasingly 

cluttered with junk that people don’t have the time 

to haul to specialized recycling depots.  The average 

toilet works worse, and requires more frequent 

cleaning, than 30 years ago.  Construction of critical 

new infrastructure is now often prevented by 

ecological protesters.  There is a common theme 

here. 
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Marching right behind those true believers are 

cynical opportunists using environmentalism to 

enhance their personal success, whether through 

regulatory careers or as green politicians or green 

ersatz entrepreneurs.  The rest of the Green Army?  

Millions of conscripts, griping and muttering while 

dutifully sorting their own garbage. 

100 years ago a rising standard of living had long 

been taken for granted. And why not?  

Breakthroughs in pure science regularly made 

possible new technologies with transformative 

effects.  Today, unfortunately, a worse future is often 

assumed. 

It doesn’t have to be that way.  Just as gold ignites 

the power of our economy, our economy can unlock 

the power of human ingenuity.  Environmentalists 

see Earth as a closed system, yet we are a tiny part of 

the universe.  Current technology can provide enough 

resources and living space to raise everyone to a 

western standard of living.  The asteroid belt alone 

holds enough resources to supply 100 billion people. 

Are we going to get there with our present world 

leaders?  Here’s a clue: what combined message do 

those three advertisements form?  Everybody behave 

(we can see everything you do, say or buy) and keep 

busy peeling labels off cans.  Free time outside your 

dead-end job?   You must not be recycling enough.  

Ideally you have no time to wonder how your life 

got so small and tightly controlled.   

Fortunately for would-be dictators, recycling could 

consume all time available.  This is logical – no one 

man could replicate the division of labor economy, 

nor could he reverse it by taking everything apart.  

My office is in a residential tower where we must 

sort garbage among 14 recycling bins.  Under video 

surveillance, of course, to catch shirkers. 

So here we sit.  Earnings taxed, discouraging us from 

bettering ourselves.  Savings eaten by inflation, that 

we will stop trying to keep our earnings.  

Entrepreneurship regulated, lest we break free that 

way, or invent something that sets humanity free.  

Time, product quality, happiness and hope for the 

future sapped by environmentalism.   

Joe Citizen scrubs his dirty toilet amidst the mentally 

exhausting, ever-worsening clutter of his increasingly 

dimly-lit home, lamenting his anemic retirement 

account and scarce free time.  Time is ultimately 

more precious than gold. 

Is there any upside to this situation?  Darkest before 

dawn?  Maybe.  Government’s paranoia is possibly 

increasing faster than that of its citizenry.   

Do NSA bureaucrats detect acceleration in the rate 

at which new “persons of interest” are added to lists 

of known subversives, due to increased traffic on 

pro-individualist websites?  Are heads of state being 

told by their advisors that people must be made to 

fear associating with anyone criticizing government?  

Are dictators’ minions terrified they might lose track 

of Truman’s movements? 

Or fearful, finally, that Truman has figured out their 

game? 

I hope so. 

Publius 

Quo vadis, Europe? 

The year 2013 was a truly turbulent time for Europe: 

ESM, banking union, expropriation of Cypriot savers 

with the concurrent warning for all European 

account holders, massive propaganda drives, appeals 

to sweat it out alternating with success stories from 

the economy and the truly astonishing election 

results in Germany and Austria. It beggars belief that 

in these countries the incumbent parties were elected 

AGAIN despite their previous undemocratic 

measures: 

1. They neglected the interests of their own 

electorate in order to push the Brussels-

orchestrated forced European unification. 

2. They expropriated their own people via 

taxation, monetary policy, changes in law and 

constitution and transfer of wealth abroad. 

The classical proverb “only the most stupid sheep 

pick their own butcher” is confirmed by two 

incredible incidents. 

 

http://dict.leo.org/ende/index_de.html#/search=disappropriation&searchLoc=0&resultOrder=basic&multiwordShowSingle=on
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Incredible #1 

The Austrian voters were rudely awoken to reality 

shortly after the election when they learnt that 

politicians had lied them to in the most blatant 

manner. Surprise, surprise! Three weeks after the 

election a budget gap of approximately EUR20 

billion over the next 3-4 years has been discovered. 

Nobody knows where to find the missing monies, 

nobody know how this news could have been kept 

under wraps and why the journalists did not know 

anything or kept silent. Obviously, the old/new 

government knew about this before the elections 

and obviously the media knew as well. This did not 

keep them from deliberately leaving the people in the 

dark in order to get re-elected. This act of 

“confidentiality in favour of the ruling classes” 

reminds us of China and Russia in the 70s and 80s or 

even the regime that gripped Germany and Austria 

80 years ago. Manipulating elections through lies and 

propaganda! Even before the coalition agreement 

was signed and the new government sworn in, public 

opinion had swayed so much (due to the fact, that 

the truth about the budget came out) that the two 

mainstream parties would not have had the slightest 

chance to “re-win” the elections. Therefore, the 

election was formed under minority conditions and 

false facts. 

Incredible #2 

In 2013 Europe has finalised the division into donor 

and debtor countries. The atmosphere has become 

increasingly icy. Funnily enough, it is the debtor 

countries and the redistributing Brussels bureaucrats 

that take an ever tougher and more disrespectful 

stance vis-à-vis the donor countries (Germany, 

Austria, the Netherlands, and Finland).  

The wildest attacks originate in Greece, which has 

received oodles of money from Germany and other 

countries. In January the Greek foreign minister 

Venizelos piped up with the old adage: „When you owe 

the bank one million, you have a problem. When you owe the 

bank 100 million, the bank has a problem.“ The bank in 

question is of course Germany: after (at least) four 

bailouts since 2010 (actually it was 2001) the Greek 

debt totals at least 2,000 times the quoted 

EUR100m!  

Even wilder was his reaction to a timidly voiced 

possibility of a Greek exit from the euro: „Should 

Greece exit the Eurozone, this might very well lead 

to a threat to the German taxpayer“. This in fact 

means that the “solidarity” and general liability 

amongst EU member countries is reality already and 

the paymaster countries such as Germany and 

Austria are hostage to the deficit countries. The euro 

socialism is upon us.  

How could this have happened? 

It is hard to explain how Europe could have 

developed in this totally wrong and disastrous way. 

That the debtor countries should be happy about the 

state of affairs goes without saying. But how come 

that the donor countries make no serious attempt to 

resist? The liberal observer looks on in astonishment 

and asks himself: how is such a development 

possible in several enlightened and economically 

potent countries such as Germany and Austria?  

A description of the archetypal German (this should 

hold true for Austrians and the Dutch as well) by the 

former German president Richard von Weizsäcker 

goes some way towards answering this question: 

“The German is: absolutely obedient, unused to thinking, 

a typical receiver of orders, a hero in front of the enemy, 

but completely lacking civil courage! The typical German 

defends himself only when there is nothing left to defend. 

But when he awakes form his stupor, he destroys 

everything in a wild rage – even those things that could 

still help him.” 

Now things begin to stir in some donor countries. 

Albeit late, even mainstream media voice their 

discontent. It is to be feared that Weizsäcker’s words 

“But when he awakes form his stupor, he destroys everything 

in a wild rage – even those things that could still help him.” 

may come true.  This of course would be a complete 

reversal of the original European idea brought about 

by the EU organisation, which no European citizen 

should wish for.  

Last chance?  

Before an entire continent develops into a fascistic 

undemocratic monster devoid of all natural laws 

there is one last chance: in May 2014 there are 
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Europe-wide elections for the European Parliament. 

Due to the events of the last months the number of 

people facing the EU with a healthy dose of 

scepticism is increasing. In growing numbers they 

are abandoning the train that is going full speed in 

the wrong direction. Certainly, there is strong 

competition from those voters wishing to keep the 

German-funded super nanny state. EU propaganda 

efforts will attempt a continental brainwash. 

But still! Opinion polls forecast massive gains for 

EU-sceptical and/or EU-critical parties. EU insiders 

(who believe their vision of Europe is the only 

possible one) feel this is about the same as a 

vegetarian attempting to run a slaughterhouse. (This 

also explains why the EU Commission is always 

trying to hamper euro-critical parties by withholding 

their subsidies – “Vegetarians” not wanted)    

If European voters are to be trusted, this election 

could bring about a change of epic proportions – 

ironically it will be during Greece’s 6-month stint at 

running the EU circus. The very country that has 

received truckloads of aid money from Germany and 

others and would still shoot its mouth off towards its 

creditors. They are in charge during the election, at 

this moment of Europe’s last chance. One could 

picture this as a monument to the perversion of 

European ideals. A picture of Europe that no artist 

could think up more fittingly.  

We still hope that Europe will return to what it once 

was: a continent that is governed democratically, 

managed regionally, with a fair currency system, 

economically competitive and free of fascistic 

suppression.  That is what we work for. 

Thomas Bachheimer 

President The Gold Standard Institute Europe 

Swiss Gold Coins, ready to change the 

world 

“Do you want to spend the rest of your life selling sugared 

water or do you want a chance to change the world?” was the 

famous question that Steve Jobs asked PepsiCo’s 

vice president John Sculley to win him for his 

company. We ask you the same question to win you 

for the Swiss Gold Coin Initiative. It is a project with 

historic potential, fully developed and ready for one 

or several visionary investors to make it happen.  

Let’s get to the point: 

Switzerland is in a unique position, thanks to its 

direct democratic rights, to legalize, via a popular 

initiative, the introduction of constitutionally 

protected private gold coins. The constitution shall 

be amended as follows:  

Article 99bis (new) 

Swiss Gold Coins 

1. The Federal government shall define the rules for the 

issuance of a set of quickly and easily tradable gold coins 

with a solid, clearly recognizable gold content starting at 

0.1 grams. 

2. The issuance of the coins (production, coinage, placing 

on the market) is provided by Swiss companies. The coins 

bear a unified symbol of Swiss origin, indicate the gold 

content in grams and a freely designed identification of the 

issuer. 

3. The issuance, acquisition and trading of the gold coins 

are tax and duty free. 

I spare the distinguished readers of this journal the 

arguments of why gold is the best known hedge 

against the dangers in today’s paper money regime. 

Less well known are the obstacles in today’s gold 

market. In Switzerland, for example, the federal 

government has the monopoly for minting coins 

which means the private production of gold coins is 

illegal. The last government made gold coins, the 

“Vrenelis”, were manufactured in 1949. They cost 

about 220 Dollars per coin and their buying generally 

requires professional advice.  

Even more serious is that the tax exemption for gold 

as an investment is regulated in an ordinance and 

ordinances can be changed relatively easily. As long 

as the ownership of gold is, according to 

ProAurorum, limited to 13% of the Swiss 

population, a sudden tax on gold would leave 87% 

of the population unaffected and therefore likely 

unconcerned. At the same time the tax exemption 
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for gold is an essential precondition for gold to serve 

as an investment hedge. 

The Gold Coin Initiative will remove these obstacles 

and allow the private production of simple and 

practical gold coins.  

The smallest size will be regular metal coins with 0.1 

gram gold in their center, available for about 5 

Dollars, which will open up a new dimension in 

accessibility to the gold market. The new coins will 

be standardized, suited for daily use and readily 

available, even from ATM’s. With their introduction 

it may be expected that ownership of gold increases 

from 13% of the population to 99%. This is decisive 

because only when the great majority of the 

population has an interest in it is the taxfree status of 

gold guaranteed in a democracy! 

The initiative not only has advantages but at the 

same time no disadvantages. The reason ultimately 

lies in the fact that technically we are just facilitating 

the already existing gold trade and anchoring the also 

already existing tax exemption in the constitution. 

There are no costs and no risks to the public and the 

taxpayer. 

To illustrate the potential benefits let’s take a look 

into the future, let’s say three years after the 

acceptance of the initiative. 

Today, that is, three years after adoption of the 

initiative, gold coins are as familiar to the Swiss as 

Euros and Dollars. Small savers diversify their 

investments with gold as easily as only specialists and 

big savers used to. Gold coins serve as part of 

investment plans, as presents and kids once again 

love to save in piggy banks. Pension fund clients may 

choose to save up to 10% in physical gold coins, in 

life insurance contracts up to 20% can be selected.  

On the international level large scale investors value 

the constitutionally protected tax exemption for gold 

coins. Insurance companies offer life insurance 

policies with gold coin annuities and their VIP 

clients can tour the gold storage facilities. Banks plan 

to issue debit cards, gold bonds and international 

commercial contracts in gold. 

Swiss Gold Coins are produced for the whole world 

and foreign gold producers are building Swiss 

subsidiaries. A new high tech industry is developing 

around the technology to prevent forgery through 

new alloys, holograms and even microchips for large 

coins, in cooperation with the jewelry and watch 

industry.  

Marketing departments and artists love to issue coins 

with innovative designs, tourist regions and hotels 

use gold coins sold exclusively on site as an 

additional unique selling point.  

The highly visible and popular gold coin souvenirs 

are appearing all over the world and are causing grass 

root “bottom up” political pressure in other 

countries to introduce Gold Coins as well, while the 

manufacturing and financial industries there are 

putting on pressure “top down”.  

The Swiss experience has shown that Gold coins are 

used not as a medium of exchange, but as an 

additional “safe haven” alternative for investors. 

Gold coins will therefore not be monetary 

competition for the Central Bank’s independence. In 

the special Swiss case the National bank was even 

helped in its fight for a less volatile exchange rate by 

the gold coins function as a safe haven alternative to 

the Swiss Franc. 

These are only rough sketches of already foreseeable 

developments while we may expect that reality will 

far surpass them. Who would have thought, for 

example, that the opening up of the airwaves for 

personal communication, the "democratization of 

the walkie-talkie" so to speak by the mobile 

telephone would simultaneously lead to SMS to 

mobile Skype apps, and Twitter? Reality has in that 

case far surpassed even the imagination of science 

fiction writers and it is quite possible that the 

"democratization of Gold" will lead to similarly 

surprising innovations. 

Conclusion: The Swiss Gold Coin Initiative is a 

unique, politically realistic and potentially far 

reaching reformation of the monetary system. The 

next step is the collection of 100 000 signatures in 

Switzerland. To get started requires about the same 

number Dollars Considering the dangers in today’s 

paper money system and in view of the anticipated 
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benefits of the initiative its realization is not only a 

urgent opportunity, but a moral obligation for 

whoever can contribute to it.  

More information under www.goldfranc.org 

 

Thomas Jacob 

President Gold Franc Association 

Manufacturing: An Obituary 

The year ending 2013 will signify the end of an era in 

Australian manufacturing history. Both the Ford 

Motor Corporation and General Motors (trading as 

Holden), announced that they would close their 

manufacturing facilities in Australia after more than 

150 years1 of operations. This leaves just Toyota as 

the last remaining manufacturer with Australian 

operations, yet the writing is clearly on the wall. The 

economic and social costs of these decisions are high 

and will be felt for many years to come in the 

absence of laissez faire capitalism.  

The declining state of manufacturing in Australia, 

specifically capital intensive manufacturing such as 

automotive, is not an anomaly. Since the mid 1970’s 

the automotive sector has seen declining profits to 

ballooning losses. The Australian federal government 

has been actively “assisting” the sector since the 

early 1980’s yet despite the subsidies offered 

manufacturers have still elected to close their doors. 

With every manufacturer leaving Australia’s shores, a 

fresh round of criticism (some of which is 

warranted) is thrown at unions, management and the 

like in order to explain and make sense of the 

turbulent events. Though the answers offered often 

seem plausible, an elementary appreciation of 

                                                      
1 Holden has been continuously manufacturing goods in 
Australia since 1856 

economics and historical context render many 

alleged answers as implausible. Consider the 

suggestion that cheaper labour conditions in the East 

is the driving force leading the decline of Western 

manufacturing. 

This is a common argument favoured by union, 

management as well as many politicians. The 

argument suggests that since labour in the east is 

relatively inexpensive compared with the west, 

manufacturers can only head east if they wish to 

remain competitive. This argument is at odds with 

economics as well as the historical evidence. For 

most of western history, workers received higher 

salaries than their eastern counterparts producing the 

highest quality goods at the cheapest price. Only 

recently since the 1970’s has this not been the case, 

why so? The answer rests solely with interest rates 

and how they are determined. 

For decades if not centuries economic thought has 

been in constant debate concerning the question of 

how interest rates are discovered by the marketplace. 

The two primary debates have been by those 

believing that rates are determined by time 

preference and by those who believe that it is the 

productivity of capital that determines rates. Both 

schools raise valid arguments yet it has been 

Professor Antal Fekete who was one of the first2 to 

suggest that perhaps they are both valid.    

In order to understand and appreciate the 

Professor’s point, consider that with all goods and 

services there are in fact two prices constantly at 

play; a bid and an ask. This consideration is 

especially important when one considers the “price” 

of money (being the interest rate). In free market 

conditions (gold playing its role as money), marginal 

time preference of the bond holder and marginal 

capital of the entrepreneur form the bid-ask spread. 

The rate of interest affectively travels through the 

spread via a self-regulating mechanism. If the interest 

rate becomes too low, the marginal bond holder can 

do one of two things: he can either sell the bond to 

buy the gold coin to hoard or he can purchase capital 

to seek a higher return. Conversely if the interest rate 

becomes too high, the marginal entrepreneur would 

                                                      
2 Editor’s note – Professor Fekete was the first 

http://www.goldfranc.org/
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sell his capital and buy bonds. This relationship acts 

to stabilise the rate of interest between the spread.   

Consider the diagram below highlighting this 

relationship. 

It would do economic historians well to study the 

deindustrialisation of the west in light of this theory 

of interest rate discovery. Since the 1930s the self-

regulating forces of gold have been absent from the 

monetary system. After WW2 US interest rates 

steadily appreciated resulting in a crescendo in the 

early 1980’s only to reverse course to the minute 

rates we have today devastating industry.  

As rates appreciated from the 1940’s-80’s, the 

manufacturing sector in the West experienced 

hardship. Capital intense manufacturing industries 

were the worst hit, especially those with the shortest 

product cycles as they constantly required financing. 

Television manufacturers in the US were some of 

the first to fall victim working up the industrial chain 

to evermore capital intense industries (though with 

longer product cycles) eventually bringing 

automotive and aerospace giants like Chrysler and 

McDonnell Douglas to their knees.  

Interestingly most Keynesian and neo-Keynesian 

economists recognise the detrimental effect that an 

appreciating interest rate structure can have on 

manufacturing yet incorrectly prescribe a falling 

interest rate structure as it cure. Yet like a one-two 

punch in a boxing ring, falling interest rates are just 

as lethal as the ability to retire debt steadily increases 

with every rate cut (illustrated with appreciating 

bond prices). Capital is steadily eroded from the 

productive manufacturer to the bond holder leading 

to greater and greater insolvencies as rates trend 

lower.  

The paramount success of the classical gold standard 

was its remarkable ability to stabilise the rate of 

interest.   In the absence of the gold, there is no way 

for the interest rate determining mechanism to self-

regulate. Rates could theoretically trend back and 

forth in multi-decade ranges. So far this trending has 

devastated Western industry, the most intense and 

sophisticated ever assembled by mankind – 

responsible for significantly raising our standard of 

living. It is reasonable to conclude that in the 

absence of gold preforming its stabilising role in 

interest rate determination, Western capital will 

continue to erode jeopardising all our futures. 

Sebastian Younan 

President – the Gold Standard Institute Australia 

Bitcoin, Gold, and the Quantity of 

Money 

The popular view today is based on the linear 

Quantity Theory of Money. It seems to be common 

sense. If more units of a currency are issued, then 

the value of each unit should fall. Many people may 

not think of it in explicit terms, but the idea is that 

the value of one unit of a currency is 1/N, where N 

is the total money supply. If you double the money 
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supply, then you halve the value of each currency 

unit. 

Inflation, according to this view, is either the 

cause—the increase in the money supply itself. Or 

it’s the effect—rising prices. The Keynesians hold 

that inflation is good, and the Monetarists basically 

agree, though they quibble that the rate should be 

limited. The Austrians universally think inflation is 

bad. 

The Quantity Theory is not based in reality. One 

should think of this theory like the Lamarckian 

theory of evolution.3 Lamarck asserted that changes 

to an animal’s body—e.g. its tail is cut off—can be 

passed on to its offspring. At the time, this theory 

may have seemed only common sense, and it was 

very convenient, if not tempting. The same is true 

with the Quantity Theory of Money. It is convenient, 

seems like common sense, tempting—and wrong. 

The Fed has been inflicting Quantitative Easing on 

us for five years. There are many negative effects, 

but rising prices, today, is at best debatable. 

Certainly, even where prices have risen, the increase 

is not nearly proportional to the increase in the 

money supply. Advocates of the theory explain this 

by saying that the money hasn’t entered the 

economy, it’s sitting on bank balance sheets. 

However, money is always on bank balance sheets in 

a debt-based system, so this answer is not satisfying. 

Enter, bitcoin, a cryptography-based currency and 

technology developed by someone with the 

pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto. It has been designed 

to have a limited rate of growth in the total quantity 

of currency, up to a predefined cap. There can never 

be more than 21M bitcoins. The Quantity Theory 

says that this will make prices of goods measured in 

bitcoins stable. 

One problem with this theory is that the real costs in 

terms of land, capital, and labor to produce things is 

steadily falling. Every productive enterprise is 

constantly seeking to drive cost out of production. If 

a currency had a constant value, then prices in terms 

of this currency would be falling. 

                                                      
3 See the Wikipedia entry on Lamarckism 

As we shall see below, the value of bitcoin will be 

anything but constant. Without a mechanism for 

responding to increased market demand by creating 

more currency, there is a fatal flaw. 

In the real world, when prices appear to be stable it 

is not because anything is static or unmoving. It is 

because there is constant arbitrage. Arbitrage is the 

act of straddling a spread. If one thing becomes 

more valuable relative to something else, then 

someone will take the arbitrage. For example, if the 

price of eggs in a city downtown rises relative to the 

price of eggs in a farm town 50 miles away, then 

someone will buy eggs in the farm town and sell 

them in the city. This will lift the price in the farm 

town and depress the price in the city center, until 

there is not much of a gap any more. 

To continue with the analogy on to another point, 

what happens if the price of eggs in the farm town is 

higher than the price in the city? This arbitrage is 

one-way. Distributors can only buy in the farm town 

and sell in the city; they do not distribute in the other 

direction. 

There must be another arbitrage or arbitrages, if the 

farm-city egg spread is to remains stable. Indeed, 

there is. If the price of eggs gets cheap in the city, 

then consumers will prefer eggs to other foods.  

In the body of a vertebrate, every joint is stabilized 

by a pair of muscles. Consider the upper arm. The 

biceps flexes it, and the triceps extends it. Muscles 

can only push, but not pull. There must be a second, 

opposing, muscle to move the joint in the opposite 

direction. This is analogous to arbitrage, as each 

arbitrage can only pull a spread tighter in one 

direction, but not push in the other. 

No market is more important than the markets for 

money and credit. 

So what happens when the price of money itself 

rises? In thinking about this question and the answer, 

you should not look at the dollar. The dollar is 

defective by design and does not work the way 

proper money ought to. The dollar is the product of 

fiat, not of a market. Everything about it is driven by 

forced wielded by the government. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lamarckism
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It is more instructive to consider gold. Gold is 

produced by gold miners. They buy labor, oil, truck 

tires, machine parts, and they sell gold. As we saw 

above, they bid up these inputs and gold metal onto 

the market. The gap between the value of gold and 

the value of this broad swath across the major 

factors in the real economy is thus closed by the 

arbitrage of gold mining companies. This keeps the 

value of gold from becoming too high, or in other 

words allows gold to be produced in response to 

market demand. 

What happens if market demand for gold drops? 

One reaction is that the jeweler and the artisan 

increase their activities. They tend to bid up gold 

metal, and sell jewelry and objets d’art onto the 

market. There is another kind of arbitrage, which is 

outside the scope of this article4 but it’s worth 

mentioning. If the demand for gold metal drops, 

then the owners of gold, otherwise known as savers, 

can lend gold for interest. This tends to press down 

the bid on the rate of interest. 

Now consider bitcoin. Bitcoin is not a fiat currency. 

No government forces anyone in any way to use it. 

However, bitcoin is irredeemable. That is, there is no 

agreement by anyone to redeem bitcoin in exchange 

for a defined quantity of gold, silver, or any real 

good. With its fixed quantity, there are no arbitrages 

regarding the value of bitcoin. So what does this 

mean? What will happen? 

The value of bitcoin will be set entirely by 

speculators. In gold, there are numerous forces in 

reality—i.e. numerous arbitrages—that will keep the 

value of gold tied to the values of every other thing 

in the economic universe. The value of gold in a free 

market is the exact opposite of untethered and 

arbitrary. The value of gold cannot crash and it 

cannot shoot the moon. 

Satoshi Nakamoto ignored these forces, and his 

design does not provide for them. The value of 

bitcoin is not tethered by the value of labor and 

capital. It was assumed to be sufficient that its 

quantity is fixed. It is the exact opposite of 

sufficient—a fatal flaw based on the Quantity 

Theory of Money, which is flawed to its core. 

                                                      
4 See my paper In a Gold Standard, How are Interest Rates Set? 

The speculators will use bitcoin as a toy to generate 

profits (as they already do). When the value of 

bitcoin is rising, it will be obvious. Everyone has a 

chart, and they can pile on. The value can rise much 

farther than anyone would expect. Eventually, the 

chart will show a topping pattern. Momentum will 

dry up. The speculators can see this too, and thus 

will begin a collapsing wave of bitcoin. 

If a giant speculative spike occurred in food, the 

consequence is that poor people starve. When the 

price crashes, the consequence is that food 

producers will go bankrupt. As bad as this is, the 

consequences when the value of money spikes and 

crashes are incalculably worse. This is because every 

business, including food growers, depends on a 

stable currency. 

To understand this, let’s ask the following question. 

If you take two bushels of corn and feed it to raise 

one chicken from egg to market, did you create or 

destroy wealth? Which has greater value, two bushels 

or one chicken? To answer, we use the common 

denominator of money. If Two bushels cost ½ 

ounce of silver and a chicken is 2 ounces of silver, 

then feeding the corn to the chick creates value. 

Simple cases like this can be (and were, in the ancient 

world) resolved without money. Complex cases 

cannot be. If you borrow money to buy land, erect a 

building, buy machines and inventory, then hire 

people to manufacture computer chips, did you 

create or destroy wealth? This question cannot be 

answered without a stable unit of measure. It would 

not have been possible to answer it in the ancient 

world. 

Businesses keep books to measure profit and loss. 

The very principle of bookkeeping depends on a 

constant value of the unit of account, the numeraire. 

When the value of the numeraire spikes and crashes, 

then business which produce wealth go can 

bankrupt. At the same time others, which destroy 

wealth, can grow larger, employing more people and 

more capital to scale up their wealth-destroying 

activities. This is occurring today on a massive scale. 

Bitcoin may make a great speculation today, because 

its unique combination of technologies enables many 

transactions that would otherwise be impossible (due 

http://goldstandardinstitute.us/?p=527
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to government fiat). If you live in a country that does 

not recognize your right to freedom of speech, you 

can trade your local currency for bitcoin, pay 

Wordpress, and have your blog hosted safely outside 

your regime. There are many other kinds of 

legitimate transactions that are made possible by 

bitcoin. 

Bitcoin would not work as the exclusive currency. Its 

unstable value is not suited to being used as the 

numeraire. For the same reason, it is not suitable for 

hoarding by wage earners. As I explain in In a Gold 

Standard, How are Interest Rates Set? it is the arbitrage 

between hoarding and saving (i.e. lending) that sets 

the floor under the rate of interest. If bitcoin is 

unsuitable for hoarding, then either it will not 

develop a lending market, or the lending market will 

not have a stable interest rate. A destabilized interest 

rate is the root cause of the ongoing global financial 

crisis.5 

Bitcoin works well as a foil to fiat currencies. It 

makes it possible for people to conduct business that 

would otherwise be impossible. If enough people 

participate, then it becomes more difficult and more 

unpopular for governments to act to squelch those 

activities. It’s a pointed object lesson, showing 

people what is possible in a less-unfree market. 

Hopefully it will motivate them to clamor for more 

freedom. 

Only gold serves as the objective measure of value 

necessary to act as the numeraire. It is no 

coincidence that the quantity of monetary gold is not 

fixed, but has elegant mechanisms to expand and 

contract in response to changing market demand. 

Dr. Keith Weiner 
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5 The Theory of Interest and Prices in Paper Currency 
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